
 

 

WE DEMAND THAT THE LAW BE APPLIED 

1 21 de septiembre de 2021 

COMMUNICATED TO THE DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP AND LEGITIMATE DEMOCRATIC 
INSTITUTIONS OF AMERICA AND THE WORLD 

 

The NGO Arca Tierra, environmentalist and human rights, invites citizens and institutions committed 
to democracy to sign this request addressed to the Organization of American States (OAS), the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights (CDIH), the International Criminal Court and the 
UnitedNations,  so that timely justice is applied to crimes against humanity committed by the criminal 
states of Venezuela,  Cuba, Nicaragua and Bolivia, the Humanitarian Intervention to save lives from 
the holodomor and the denial of medical assistance in the aforementioned states, to the application 
of the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance TIAR,  against  the aforementioned  criminal 
states that commit acts of war and terrorism against democratic nations of America and the 
application of Resolution 1373,  to put an end to the support, financing, supply of uranium and other 
hazardous materials and weapons to international terrorist groups by Cuba, Venezuela and Russia 
in American territory, so that citizens recover the sovereignty that belongs to them from  their 
country of origin of  Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua and Bolivia. 

Background to this Proposal. 

This proposal proposes to put an end to the systematic commission of crimes against humanity in 
Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua and Bolivia, where citizen sovereignty and its democracies have been 
usurped by criminals against humanity and to stop the narco-terrorist and organized crime invasion 
in the democratic countries of Latin America, to put an end to acts of war,  terrorism and the 
destabilization of the continent's democracies.  

The criminal states against humanity, narco-terrorist and organized crime of Cuba, Venezuela, 
Nicaragua and Bolivia, systematically commit crimes against humanity, facts documented by 
national and international NGOs, complaints submitted to the international criminal court and in 
continental organizations, have evidenced links with organized crime and support for narco 
terrorism. Cuba and Venezuela lead together with the allied criminal states, organized crime and 
international narco terrorism of FARC, ELN, Hezbollah, Hamas, Taliban and their armed and 
intelligence gangs an invasion of territories, acts of scorched earth war, cyberaggression and 
destabilization of the democratic nations of Latin America, most of these facts,  we document them 
in our magazine How to Protect the Democracies of the XXI Century.  The democratic nations of 
Latin America have been greatly affected by this criminal interference and invasion, in addition to 
what all the nations of the world have suffered from COVID-19, especially Colombia, Ecuador and 
Chile, to continue impunity for crimes against humanity, criminal acts of war and terrorism 
committed by Cuba and Venezuela,  the collapse of all democracies in the hemisphere in a decade 
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is evident. Although democracies still survive, their human rights institutions have been infiltrated 
by bribes, to free criminals who commit acts of vandalism and terrorism from criminal charges and 
punish the security and public order forces that arrest them, their economies and development have 
been affected, which causes social discontent,  which is exacerbated by the invading criminal states, 
through cyberaggression to provoke violent protests, which they use to overlap their acts of 
scorched earth war, of burning infrastructure, destroying SMEs (the main sources of employment), 
shops and banks and acts of terrorism of burning industries, residences and even families in their 
homes to leave territories,  to be taken by narco terrorists and organized crime, orchestrated by 
embassies of Cuba and Venezuela, facts documented in our blog in different  articles. The 
democratic nations of the hemisphere affected by COVID-19, by these acts of war and terrorism, 
must attend to the exodus of citizens from Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua and Bolivia, the largest 
number of displaced by violence are from Venezuela, more than 6 million Venezuelans have been 
forced to leave their homes by  the  holodomor,  health crisis and lack of medical care,  repression 
and narco-terrorist violence, daily 200 people leave the Venezuelan borders, mainly to developing 
countries, such as Colombia, Ecuador, Chile and Uruguay, for which we promote the construction of 
sustainable shelters,we advise democratic nations to achieve sustainable development, according to 
their main problems determined by their geographical location,  You will be able to see a brief 
description of these projects on our website. 

 

Requirements 

 

In view of the systematic commission of crimes against humanity in Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua and 
Bolivia, of their support, protection with territorial designations, financing and supply of hazardous 
materials and weapons to terrorist groups of Hezbollah, FARC, ELN and armed gangs of the regime, 
of their support and impulse to an invasion and destabilization of democratic nations of Latin 
America,  with acts of war and terrorism, the signatories here demand that the Organization of 
American States (OAS), the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (CDIH), the International 
Criminal Court and the United Nations Organization apply the law in a timely manner, because time 
that is lost are lives that are lost,  that the following treaties and rules are respected and complied 
with in these cases: 

 

- The application of timely justice to crimes against humanity, documented and denounced 
since 2002 in Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua andBolivia. 

- The application of regional norms such as the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal 
Assistance  TIAR  for acts of war and terrorism against democratic nations of the Americas. 
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- The Global Political Commitment of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) to prevent genocide, 
war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. 

- Humanitarian intervention, the  coercive action, including the use of armed force, undertaken 
by certain States in another State without the consent of the government of that State, with 
or without the authorization of the United Nations Security Council, in order to prevent or 
put an end to serious and massive violations of human rights or international humanitarian 
law. 

- Resolution 1373 against terrorism, to end the support, financing, supply of uranium and 
other dangerous materials and weapons to international terrorist groups by Cuba, 
Venezuela and Russia in American territory. 

 
The NGO Arca Tierra will promote compliance with these laws, democratic organizations and 
citizens who want to support this campaign in favor of the law and the construction of sustainable 
shelters, write to  info@ongacatierra.org We offer our education and advisory services to promote the 
transition to democracy in Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua and Bolivia, to the democratic citizens of 
these countries,  so that they can agree on a democratic model that they will adopt once they, 
through justice, recover the sovereignty and security of their country, through conferences and 
remote online advice, for this we first invite you to read our free textbook  Evolution:management 
policies for sustainabledevelopment. Likewise, we offer consultancy to the  OAS and the democratic 
governments of the Americas for the disarmament and demobilization of terrorist groups and the 
dismantling of organized crime gangs, with reparative justice without impunity for crimes against 
humanity and programs for reintegration into society, which merits the reform of prisons and high-
security detention centers in rehabilitation centers with paid jobs in sustainable economic activities. 
 
 
 
 
NGO Arca Tierra 
September 21, 2021 
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